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Entrepreneurship 

What? 

Entrepreneurship is hard to define because it comprises very various ways of doing things. It is represented 

by human behaviour which by engaging different kind of resources (material, financial and human) results 

in creating (profitable) economic activity. It is unimaginable to be an entrepreneur nowadays without being 

innovative. Innovation means creating new products or services, but it also includes doing things differently 

so that the same products or services are made faster or cheaper. Those who study innovation talk about 

product, service or process innovations, organizational and marketing innovations. 

Who?  

Anyone can be an entrepreneur. Sometimes these are people with special knowledge or skills. They know 

about stuff they make and sell or they know how to organize other people with needed knowledge to work 

for them. These people organize resources and economize with them to efficiently offer products and 

services for the market. Innovativeness usually shows as a dose of creativity in entrepreneurs. 

How? 

Entrepreneurial venture may take different forms: 

- Some entrepreneurs start their own venture “from scratches”. These are usually small businesses 

that tend to grow over time if an entrepreneur is successful, or close in a few years time otherwise.  

- Other entrepreneurs buy some existing businesses and proceed their operating, usually improving 

the way of doing things. 

- Some entrepreneurs inherit already established businesses from previous family generations. Some 

families prepare their heirs carefully to be able to run a business and the others do not, which can 

lead to an end of the business. 

- And the fourth group of entrepreneurs start business by buying a franchise - a licence to copy 

someone else’s business, under certain terms and by obeying set rules. 
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